GET to Know each Other (GEKO)
Monday - Tuesday, September 1 - 2

Participants
All

Objectives
The GEKO workshop has the following objectives:
- Identify common interests between the two NCCRs
- Brainstorm and discuss scenarios of potential collaborations
- Create interest groups centred on interdisciplinary themes
- Stimulate informal discussions and contacts

GEKO is designed in three parts:

Part I
Interaction and exchange of information about the respective activities and objectives of the two NCCRs followed by discussions and identification of what are the areas of common interest where connections can be made. Creation of Special Interest Groups (SIGs), their participants and their rapporteurs.

Part II
Break-up sessions in parallel between 2 or 3 SIGs, where more details will be discussed, identifying what are the exact topics, where connections can be made in specific topics identified, and how one can move forward.

Part III
A wrap up session, where oral reports are made by the rapporteurs of each SIG to the whole group in form of PowerPoint presentations.